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Electrical currents in atmospheric lightning strokes generate 
impulsive radio waves in a broad range of frequencies, called 
atmospherics. These waves can be modified by their passage 
through the plasma environment of a planet into the form of 
dispersed whistlers1. In the Io plasma torus around Jupiter, 
Voyager 1 detected whistlers as several-seconds-long slowly 
falling tones at audible frequencies2. These measurements 
were the first evidence of lightning at Jupiter. Subsequently, 
Jovian lightning was observed by optical cameras on board 
several spacecraft in the form of localized flashes of light3–7. 
Here, we show measurements by the Waves instrument8 
on board the Juno spacecraft9–11 that indicate observations 
of Jovian rapid whistlers: a form of dispersed atmospher-
ics at extremely short timescales of several milliseconds to 
several tens of milliseconds. On the basis of these measure-
ments, we report over 1,600 lightning detections, the larg-
est set obtained to date. The data were acquired during close 
approaches to Jupiter between August 2016 and September 
2017, at radial distances below 5 Jovian radii. We detected up 
to four lightning strokes per second, similar to rates in thun-
derstorms on Earth12 and six times the peak rates from the 
Voyager 1 observations13.

The dataset we used for this analysis comes from one of 
the burst modes of the Waves instrument, which measures 
122.88-ms-long sequences of electric and magnetic field samples 
with a cadence of 50 kHz. These records are usually obtained once 
per second, but occasionally gaps of various lengths occur. A sub-
set of these records, which were taken at radial distances below  
5 Jovian radii, was visually searched for potential lightning-
generated signals. We did not detect any cases that were simi-
lar to the Voyager 1 observations of whistlers, which would have 
appeared as very slowly falling tones in our records. However, 
we found many impulsive signals with extremely rapidly fall-
ing frequencies lasting for only several milliseconds to several 
tens of milliseconds. These were closer to the timescales of ter-
restrial atmospherics than the timescales of Jovian whistlers 
previously detected by Voyager 1. The most relevant previously 
reported observations were related to dispersed atmospherics 
(also known as 0+  whistlers or fractional-hop whistlers), which 
can be detected propagating outwards from the Earth in the top-
side ionosphere14 but, nevertheless, still have larger durations  
(hundreds of milliseconds, typically) than the impulsive signals 
we discovered at Jupiter. These Jovian ‘rapid’ whistlers have not 
been observed in the past and their short duration has not been 
modelled in previous studies.

Examples of our observations are given in Fig. 1, which shows 
the results of a frequency–time analysis of the recorded magnetic 
field. Analysis of relative phases of the magnetic and electric field 
signals suggests a systematic upward propagation of Jovian rapid 
whistlers from the planet (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1),  
thus confirming their sources to be below the spacecraft and 
possibly to be lightning discharges in the Jovian atmosphere. 
However, if the detected electromagnetic waves propagated from 
the atmosphere through the ionospheric plasma medium, they 
would accumulate a frequency-dependent delay that would reflect 
the properties of the Jovian ionosphere below the spacecraft. This 
delay then might form the observed frequency–time shape of the 
Jovian rapid whistlers. A simple model based on the accumula-
tion of the group delay along the field-aligned propagation path 
of right-hand polarized electromagnetic waves in a cold plasma 
(see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 10) yielded the results 
shown by dotted lines in Fig. 1. These results fit the observations 
surprisingly well, using realistic magnetic field and plasma den-
sity models. Thus, we conclude that the observed signals not only 
propagate from sources below Juno, but also that they need to tra-
verse the ionosphere and, therefore, their origin is probably in the 
Jovian atmosphere.

In our selection of events for an initial systematic analysis of 
this new phenomenon, we only included cases with clear impul-
sive broadband signatures at frequencies below 10 kHz containing 
Jovian rapid whistlers with different rates of downward frequency 
drift. We excluded cases with an upward frequency drift, as well 
as events at frequencies above 10 kHz that might also be related 
to lightning (Supplementary Fig. 2) but with a different mode of 
propagation through the ionosphere. Our search yielded a total 
number of 1,627 detections of separate Jovian rapid whistlers con-
tained in 1,311 waveform records. This number is much larger than 
the combined number of lightning events obtained from all previ-
ous reports4–7,13,15–17.

To approximate the location of the sources, we must take into 
account that the electromagnetic pulse from lightning does not 
propagate to the spacecraft along a straight line, as it is influenced by 
the presence of plasma in the strong magnetic field of Jupiter. Here, 
we can use a simple analogy with the propagation of whistlers at 
Earth, where field-aligned plasma density irregularities may lead to 
ducted propagation along the magnetic field lines. This is assumed 
in Fig. 2, where our observations are projected from Juno to the bot-
tom of the ionosphere using the Jovian surface magnetic field model 
(VIP4)18 and compared with previous observations. Without the 
assumption of ducted propagation, the expected sources would shift 
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to lower latitudes, inducing a correction estimated to be 10–15° at 
low latitudes, 5–10° at mid-latitudes and below 5° at high latitudes. 
This correction would shift the sources towards positions defined 
by simple vertical projections (Supplementary Fig. 3). The main 
properties of the estimated source locations remain valid in any 
case: lightning discharges occur at mid-latitudes, although isolated 
cases of polar lightning are also observed. Note that the number of 
Jovian rapid whistlers might be underestimated at high latitudes, as 
most of them would be masked by intense plasma waves occurring 
at the same frequencies in the polar cap and auroral region19,20. The 
lack of detections in the tropics might be a simple consequence of 
propagation of Jovian rapid whistlers in field-aligned ducts, which 
would not allow them to reach Juno’s altitude. However, the pre-
vailing mid-latitude occurrence of Jovian lightning also seems to 
be indicated by initial comparison with microwave ‘sferic’ signals 
observed by the microwave radiometer (MWR) instrument21.

This global qualitative pattern can be quantified in terms of 
average lightning rates as a function of planetocentric latitude. 

In Fig. 3 we accumulated all detected Jovian rapid whistlers in 5° 
intervals of footprint latitude and normalized their number by the 
total duration of measurement records obtained in the same latitu-
dinal intervals at radial distances below 5 Jovian radii. The results 
show the largest average values (above 1 lightning stroke per sec-
ond) between 40°N and 55°N magnetic latitude and only above 1 
lightning stroke per 2 s between 50° S and 65° S. This difference is 
significant, reaching more than 3σ estimated from Poisson statistics. 
However, not all individual Juno orbits show the same relationship 
between rates in the two hemispheres. This may also indicate a sig-
nificant dependence of lightning rates on longitude (as is illustrated 
in Supplementary Figs. 8 and 9). Better longitudinal coverage will 
be obtained from upcoming Juno measurements and will allow us 
to separate latitudinal and longitudinal effects.

The peak latitudes move by 5–10° towards the equator for ver-
tical projections of the source positions (black lines in Fig. 3b), 
which also gives us an estimate of experimental uncertainties linked 
to the unknown path of wave propagation. The observed average  
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Fig. 1 | Examples of observed Jovian rapid whistlers. Frequency–time power spectrograms of the magnetic field fluctuations. a, Burst mode record 
measured on 2 February 2017 after 12:34:20 UTC at an altitude of 25,100 km above the 1 bar level. b, Burst mode record measured on 19 May 2017 after 
05:52:24 UTC at an altitude of 7,380 km and containing two separate Jovian rapid whistlers. The horizontal grey lines show the local proton cyclotron 
frequency calculated from measurements of the vector magnetometer (MAG) instrument27. The black dotted lines were calculated from a field-aligned 
propagation model of electromagnetic waves in a cold plasma, with causative discharges respectively occurring 105 and 32 ms before the arrival of the 
modelled Jovian rapid whistlers in a and b (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 10). Sound files are available in the Supplementary Information.
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Fig. 2 | Map of lightning detections by the Juno Waves instrument compared with previous observations. Projections along the model magnetic field 
lines from the Juno position down to an altitude of 300 km above the 1 bar level (which we assume is the bottom of the ionosphere) are plotted for 1,627 
Jovian rapid whistlers by orange ‘+ ’ signs, which also roughly indicate estimated uncertainties of lightning positions. Previous lightning observations are 
plotted for comparison: blue squares, Voyager 1 (36 lightning detections15); light blue triangles, Voyager 2 (18 detections4); pink dots, Galileo (estimated 
336 flashes in 28 storms5,16); green crosses, Cassini (approximately 50 flashes in 4 spots6); red stars, New Horizons (18 flashes7). Electromagnetic 
detection by the Galileo probe17, and whistler observations by Voyager 1 (167 cases13) near the footprints of field lines passing through the high-density Io 
torus are not shown. The background map was provided by NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute (https://photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov/catalog/PIA07782).
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occurrence rate is up to 10 times higher than the average rate of 0.12 
whistlers s–1 from Voyager 1 measurements. The Voyager 1 whistlers 
were localized to field lines of the high-density Io torus22, which is 
magnetically connected to latitudes around 65° N, outside the main 
occurrence peak in our observations. The rates and latitudinal dis-
tribution of the Jovian rapid whistlers discovered by Juno therefore 
could not be predicted from the limited set of Voyager 1 observations.

The same analysis was performed as a function of Juno altitude 
above the 1 bar level with an interval of 104 km (black line in Fig. 3c).  
The main peak of occurrence was observed at altitudes below 
5 ×  104 km. A secondary peak at altitudes of 9–12 ×  104 km was also 
observed. The gap of occurrence between the two peaks is intrigu-
ing as we would expect a smoothly decreasing trend for higher 
altitudes. However, a closer look shows that the secondary peak is 
accumulated entirely during only two Juno orbit segments and is 
probably linked to the altitude at which Juno crosses the range of 
latitudes with the highest lightning rates (see Supplementary Fig. 4).

Returning to Fig. 1, we notice larger differences of arrival times 
at different frequencies in Fig. 1a than in Fig. 1b. We categorized 
Jovian rapid whistlers in our dataset into two dispersion classes 
according to the difference of propagation delays at 2 and 5 kHz, 
whenever this was possible. Class 1 events had a difference less than 
5 ms (see example in Fig. 1b); that is, their dispersion constant13 D 
was less than ~0.6 s√ Hz. Events with larger dispersions fell into 
class 2 (see example in Fig. 1a). We found that 34% of the cases 
fell into class 1 and 26% fell into class 2. For the remaining 40%, it 
was impossible to reliably determine the class, mainly because the 
detected frequencies did not reach both 2 and 5 kHz (see example 
in Supplementary Fig. 7). Figure 3c shows that class 2 events were 
only observed below 5 ×  104 km, while class 1 events also penetrated 
to higher altitudes. This indicates that dispersion is generated well 
below Juno and that occurrence peaks in altitude reflect the latitu-
dinal effects combined with the properties of the spacecraft orbit. 
Figure 3 indeed shows interesting patterns in the latitudinal distri-
bution of the two dispersion classes. The weaker mid-latitude peak 
in the southern hemisphere contains more class 2 events, while the 
northern peak mainly contains class 1 events at latitudes below 50°. 
A smaller fraction of class 2 events occurred at higher latitudes, with 
a peak occurrence coinciding approximately with the latitudes of 
the magnetic footprints for Voyager 1 detections of whistlers in the 
Io torus.

To estimate the rates at which the Jovian rapid whistlers occur 
in separate orbital segments, we divided them into 5-min-long 
time intervals, counted events in each of these intervals and then 

divided the results by the accumulated duration of measurement 
records contained in each interval. The peak lightning rates reached 
between 0.7 and more than 4 events per second during different 
orbits (see Supplementary Fig. 5). The observed maximum rate was 
6 times higher than the peak values from Voyager 1 where a maxi-
mum of about 32 whistlers were observed during a 48-s-long data 
frame13. Our new Juno observations compare well with typical rates 
of 1–4 fractional-hop whistlers per second detected in low Earth 
orbit above a thunderstorm12. A consistency check of our dataset 
shows that the times of Juno detections correspond well with a 
Poisson random process for which the arrival time of any Jovian 
rapid whistler is independent of the arrival times of other events in 
the dataset (for details see Supplementary Fig. 6).

Obtaining surface densities of Jovian lightning rates from their 
measured average rates is much less straightforward as it relies 
mostly on uncertain assumptions. First, we need to assume a surface 
area over which lightning-generated electromagnetic waves pen-
etrate into the Jovian ionosphere. Following previous estimates22, 
we can assume this area to be in the order of 106 km2. In that case, 
our mid-latitude average rate of 1 whistler s–1 gives us approximately 
30 flashes year–1 km–2, assuming further that we receive 100% of 
the signals from lightning as Jovian rapid whistlers and that Jovian 
lightning consists of a single stroke per flash. Preliminary results of 
comparison with the ‘sferics’ observed by the microwave radiometer 
(MWR) instrument21 indicate the possibility of a larger penetrating 
area, by a factor of a few tens, giving us a flash density on the order 
of 1 flash year–1 km–2. This is still much larger than estimates based 
on Galileo optical measurements5 (0.004 flashes year–1 km–2) or 
combined optical and radio frequency measurements of the Galileo 
descent probe17 (0.07 flashes year–1 km–2). Our estimates are also 
much larger than initial estimates of 0.0001–0.04 flashes year–1 km–2 
from Voyager 1 based on optical and whistler measurements23. The 
upper bound of this estimate was later increased22 by 3 orders of 
magnitude, assuming detection of only 10% of lightning, and fur-
ther assuming ducted propagation over the whole path to the Io 
torus, which was discussed as questionable in a follow-up paper13. In 
any case, our estimates of Jovian flash densities are larger than most 
of the previous results from Jupiter and comparable to the range 
of terrestrial flash densities24. Similar flash densities then seem to 
favour the hypothesis that Jovian lightning strokes also originate 
from water clouds16,25, possibly with precipitation and convective 
circulation, as we see on Earth.

The observed spectral shapes of Jovian rapid whistlers pro-
vide us with a valuable source of information about the integral  
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Fig. 3 | Lightning rates as a function of latitude and altitude. a, Average number of Jovian rapid whistlers per second in 5° wide bins of the Juno magnetic 
footprint latitude. b, The same quantity but in 5° wide bins of the vertically projected Juno latitude. c, The same quantity but in 104 km high bins of Juno 
altitude above the 1 bar level. The black lines show the results for all detected events. The blue lines correspond to selected events with low dispersion 
(class 1). The red lines correspond to selected events with higher dispersion (class 2). Error bars for the 2σ interval around the mean value of the Poisson 
distribution are shown on the right-hand side of each panel. They indicate that the main features of the obtained lightning rates are statistically significant.
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properties of the Jovian ionosphere. Low-dispersion class 1 events 
indicate that low-density ionospheric regions predominantly occur 
in the northern hemisphere at latitudes between 20° and 70°. Most 
of the Jovian rapid whistlers are also frequency limited by cut-
offs, which haven’t been thoroughly discussed in this initial study. 
Further analysis of this growing dataset will therefore certainly yield 
important new discoveries not only concerning Jovian atmospheric 
dynamics, but also variations of plasma density and magnetic field 
in the Jovian ionosphere.

Methods
Analysis of propagation directions. On the Juno spacecraft, which is spin 
stabilized with a period of ~30 s, and with a spin axis along the spacecraft z 
coordinate, we measure waveform samples from mutually perpendicular electric 
(EY) and magnetic (BZ) antennas of the Juno/Waves instrument. These signals not 
only carry information about the amplitudes of the two components but also about 
their mutual coherence and phase. If the coherence is high, the two signals do not 
exhibit random phase changes and they therefore probably correspond to the same 
source; for example, to a lightning discharge in the Jovian atmosphere. In that case, 
the phase of the two signals allows us to determine whether these electromagnetic 
waves propagate from Jupiter, as we would expect to be the case for an event 
generated below the spacecraft. Since we did not measure the three-dimensional 
vectors of fluctuating magnetic or electric fields, we were unable to directly 
calculate the Poynting vector from their spectral matrices26. We therefore derived a 
simplified procedure based on some assumptions.

First, we assume that the direction of the Poynting vector of the measured 
waves is close to the direction of the background Jovian magnetic field or close to 
the direction antiparallel to it. Under this assumption, we can calculate only one 
component of the Poynting vector along the x axis of the spacecraft coordinates 
and compare its sign with the sign of the corresponding component of the locally 
measured background magnetic field (the B X0  component can be obtained from 
three axial measurements of the on board fluxgate magnetometer27). If the signs  
are the same, the waves dominantly propagate along the static magnetic field B0;  
that is, upwards from the planet in the northern hemisphere and downwards in 
the southern hemisphere. If the signs are opposite, the propagation direction is 
antiparallel to B0.

For upward propagation, we therefore need to obtain the same signs in the 
northern hemisphere and opposite signs in the southern hemisphere. The SX 
component of the Poynting vector S is

μ
= −S E B E B1 ( ) (1)X Y Z Z Y

0

where μ0 is the vacuum permeability, and EY , EZ , BY  and BZ  are components 
of the wave electric and magnetic field. As we only measure BZ  and EY , we can 
use mutual phases between these two signals to obtain the sign of the E BY Z  term. 
We therefore have to assume that the E BZ Y  term in the expression for SX does not 
change its sign; that is, that it either has the same sign as E BY Z  or that its absolute 
value is lower than the absolute value of E BY Z . This assumption is always valid  
for the relevant plasma wave modes (for example, for the right-hand polarized  
R mode) if none of B X0 , BZ  and EY  is negligible.

With these assumptions, the procedure is straightforward. We use a 256 point 
fast Fourier transform with a Hanning window, sliding by 8 samples for both 
BZ  and EY  signals over the entire duration of each measurement record (6,144 
samples at a 50 kHz rate) to obtain estimates of complex spectral components bZ  
and eY  for 128 frequency intervals below 25 kHz and for 737 time intervals within 
a measurement record. Power spectrograms of BZ  and EY  are calculated from the 
squared modulus of each complex spectral component, =P b b*B Z ZZ

 and =P e e *E Y YY ,  
respectively. We also calculate normalized complex cross-spectra from the 
corresponding pairs of complex spectral components as

=P
e b

e e b b

*
* * (2)E B
Y Z

Y Y Z Z
Y Z

on which we apply a moving average over five frequency bins. We then obtain 
mutual coherency as a modulus of PE BY Z

,

= ℜ + ℑC P P( ) ( ) (3)E B E B E B
2 2

Y Z Y Z Y Z

Mutual phase ϕE BY Z
 is obtained as a complex phase of PE BY Z

 after including a 
frequency-dependent phase calibration ϕC,

ϕ ϕ=
ℑ
ℜ

+−tan
P

P
(4)E B

E B

E B
C

1
Y Z

Y Z
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If the mutual coherency CE BY Z is close to 1 and the magnetic field component 
B X0  is not negligible (for example, if ∣ ∣B X0  is larger than 1% of the total field 
strength ∣ ∣B0 ), the mutual phase ϕE BY Z indicates whether the wave is propagating 
upwards or downwards. In the northern hemisphere, a combination of positive 
B X0  with ϕE BY Z

 close to 0° indicates upgoing waves while for negative B X0  we need 
to have ϕE BY Z

 close to 180° for upgoing waves. This is opposite in the southern 
hemisphere. Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2 show examples of upgoing waves in the 
northern hemisphere for positive and negative B X0 , respectively.

During the preparation of our dataset of Jovian rapid whistlers, we found only 
16 detections for which the phase indicated propagation towards the planet, and  
4 detections where the phase gave unclear results, with ϕE BY Z being around − 45° 
or − 90° . To be conservative, all these cases were removed from our dataset, which 
then contained a total of 1,627 events, of which 1,422 had a phase indicating 
outward propagation from Jupiter. For the remaining 205 events, we either 
detected only one of the signals or B X0  was negligible and we were therefore unable 
to determine the phase ϕE BY Z

. We kept this group in the dataset as, taking into 
account the above results, it was very probable that we would also obtain upward 
propagation for these cases.

A simple model of propagation delays. Assuming a simple model of 
electromagnetic waves propagating along the magnetic field lines in a cold 
electron–proton plasma, we can verify the consistency of the measured frequency 
drift with the expected profile of the plasma density and the Jovian magnetic 
field strength. The procedure consists of accumulating propagation delays at each 
frequency along the propagation path by numerical evaluation of an integral

∫− = −t t v ld (5)
L

0
0

G
1

where t0 is the time of the passage of the lightning-generated electromagnetic pulse 
through the 1 bar level, L is the length of the magnetic field line from the 1 bar level 
up to the spacecraft and vG is the group velocity obtained from the cold plasma 
theory28. From the possible cold plasma wave modes, we select a solution giving the 
same sense of rotation of the electric field vector as the sense of cyclotron motion 
of electrons; that is, the right-hand polarized R mode. The group velocity at each 
point along the propagation path depends on the wave frequency, local magnetic 
field strength and local plasma density.

For our calculations, we obtain the profile of the magnetic field strength B r( )0  
from the Jovian VIP418 model by its recalibration to the measured field strength 
B r( )0 j  at the Juno position rj,

= =B M B M
B

B
r r

r
r

( ) ( ),
( )
( )

(6)M
M

0 0
0 j

0 j

where B r( )M0  is obtained from the VIP4 model. Values of the multiplicative 
calibration coefficient M vary from case to case. For example, M =  1.08 for Fig. 1a 
and M =  1.21 for Fig. 1b.

The plasma density profile is taken from the Voyager 2 entry radio occultation 
measurements29, which were obtained for the afternoon local time of 17.7 h, 
similar to local times of 16.1 and 17.0 h of the measurements from Fig. 1a and b, 
respectively. The latitude of the Voyager 2 measurements (66° S) is in absolute value 
close to the latitude of the magnetic footprint for the case from Fig. 1a (64.5° N) 
but differs from the magnetic footprint latitude of the case from Fig. 1b (33.5° N). 
Supplementary Fig. 10 demonstrates that this radio occultation density profile 
shows a sharp peak of 3.5 ×  105 cm−3 at an altitude of 640 km above the 1 bar  
level and an exponential decrease at altitudes above 1,500 km. As the upper  
limit of this model is 4,000 km in altitude, we used a least-squares fit of an 
exponential model,

= −






n n h

H
exp (7)0

for experimental points at altitudes h above 1,640 km, yielding n0 =  1.43 ×  105 cm−3 
and the characteristic scale height of the topside ionospheric density decrease 
H =  968 km. We use this numerical exponential extension of the Voyager 2 entry 
radio occultation model29 for altitudes above 1,640 km (see Supplementary Fig. 10).

The observed event from Fig. 1a agrees with model calculations according to 
equation (5) using the above described magnetic field and plasma density models 
(see Supplementary Fig. 10). For the event from Fig. 1b, the recalibrated magnetic 
field model from equation (6) gives a field almost twice as strong as for the case in 
Fig. 1a. This is linked to longitudinal variations of the magnetic field strength, as 
is demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. 9. For example, at the altitude of the peak 
of the ionospheric plasma density at 640 km, we obtain a magnetic field strength 
of 1,515 µ T for the case in Fig. 1b compared with a field strength of 815 µ T for 
the case in Fig. 1a. This larger magnetic field strength causes smaller differences 
in the group velocity profiles at different frequencies and hence a slightly lower 
dispersion of the modelled event. However, the observed case from Fig. 1b still has 
much lower dispersion than this model.
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The model starts to correspond to the observations in Fig. 1b only when 
we artificially decrease all the density values to 10% of the above described 
exponentially extended Voyager 2 entry radio occultation model (see 
Supplementary Fig. 10). This modified profile gives a peak density of 3.5 ×  104 cm−3, 
which is still roughly comparable to the Galileo radio occultation profiles30. 
This is also a relatively reliable result, as decreasing the densities to 20% gives a 
larger dispersion that visibly does not fit the observations (not shown). Another 
hypothetical possibility for obtaining agreement with the measured dispersion 
in Fig. 1b would be to increase the magnetic field strength by a factor of 2 in the 
region of the ionospheric peak while keeping the same density model as for Fig. 1a.

This simple model does not explain the observed upper-frequency cutoffs 
of Jovian rapid whistlers. However, if we allow the wave vectors to deviate from 
the tangent direction to the local field line, we obtain sudden decreases in the 
group velocity at the characteristic frequencies of the plasma medium. As slight 
deviations from the exactly field-aligned propagation can be expected even in 
the density ducts, the upper cutoff in Fig. 1b can be explained by the local proton 
cyclotron frequency. In the case of Fig. 1a the cutoff might be caused by the local 
plasma frequency. It would then be higher than predictions from the exponential 
model (equation (7)), but without significant effects on accumulated dispersion 
(equation (5)) if the ionospheric densities remained the same. However, the 
accumulated dispersion might be significantly influenced by propagation at higher 
wave vector angles with respect to the magnetic field lines, which would change 
the frequency-dependent group velocity in equation (5). Analysis of these possible 
effects requires a more complex ray-tracing calculation, which will be the subject 
of a future study.

Data availability. The data used in this paper are available at the Planetary Data 
System: https://pds.nasa.gov/. The data that support the plots within this paper 
and other findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon 
reasonable request. The list of previous observations of lightning is available 
as Supplementary Data 1. The list of measurement intervals with whistlers is 
available as Supplementary Data 2. The data format of both datasets is described in 
Supplementary Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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Author Correction: Discovery of rapid whistlers close to Jupiter implying lightning rates 
similar to those on Earth
Ivana Kolmašová   , Masafumi Imai   , Ondřej Santolík   , William S. Kurth, George B. Hospodarsky, Donald A. Gurnett, 
John E. P. Connerney and Scott J. Bolton

Correction to: Nature Astronomy https://doi.org/10.1038/s41550-018-0442-z, published online 6 June 2018.

In the version of this Letter originally published, in the second sentence of the last paragraph before the Methods section the word ‘alti-
tudes’ was mistakenly used in place of the word ‘latitudes’. The sentence has now been corrected accordingly to: ‘Low-dispersion class 1 
events indicate that low-density ionospheric regions predominantly occur in the northern hemisphere at latitudes between 20° and 70°.’
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